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ORIENTED AND WEAKLY COMPLEX BORDISM 

ALGEBRA OF FREE PERIODIC MAPS 

BY 

KA TSUYUKI smBA TA 

ABSTRACT. Free cyclic actions on a closed oriented (weakly almost complex, 
respectively) manifold which preserve the orientation (weakly complex structure) 
are considered from the viewpoint of equivariant bordism theory. The author gives 
an explicit presentation of the oriented bordism module structure and muhiplica-
tive structure of all orientation preserving (and reversing) free involutions. The 
odd period and weakly complex cases are also determined with the aid of the no
tion of formal group laws. These resuhs are applied to a nonexistence problem 
for certain equivarianr maps. 

Introduc~ion. As the oriented analogue of the free equivariant unoriented bor

dism theory ~*(X, A, r) of Stong [12], K. Komiya and C. M. Wu have respectively 

defined the free equivariant oriented bordism theories .6;(X, A, r) and ri;(X, A, r) 

for involutions (X, A, r) (Komiya [9]), and Q*(X, A, r) for maps of odd prime per

iod (X, A, r) (Wu [17]). 

The main object of the present paper is to apply Komiya's theories to the geo-

metrical determination of the oriented bordism ~lgebras 6; (z 2) of all orientation

pres~rving free differentiable involutions and n; (Z 2) of all orientation-reversing 

free differentiable involutions. (Compare with the semi-geometric methods in Stong 

[11, Chapter VIII]). 

We also remark in this paper that the equivariant oriented and weakly complex 

theories of Wu, together with Miscenko's theorem [10, Appendix 1], give rise to a 

simple proof of the structure theorem for O*(Z ) [2], U*(Z ), U*(Z ) ([3], [5].[6] 
P m m ' 

[7]) and KO(L n(m)) [8]. These results are applied to the nonexistence problem for -

equivariant maps. 

In SI, we define the bordism groups n;(X, r) and n; (X, r), and then intro

duce the external product and the Pontrjagin product in these theories. 

In S§2 and 3, we give two kinds of direct sum decompositions of 6;(S", a) 

and 6; (s n, a) into isomorphic copies ofn; (S), a). Deviating slightly from the 
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method in [ll], we show explicitly how to construct the elements of 6;(Sn, a) and 

6; (sn, a) fro~ those of n ;(S 1, a). This permits us to deduce the multiplicative 

structures of 0;(Z2) and O;(Z) in §5. ~ 
And in §4, the O*-algebra structure of O;(SI, a) is explicitly presented. It 

was known to be isomorphic as a Z2-algebra to Wall's suba}gebra fr\ o! ~*[16J. 
§5 is devoted to the study of O*-algebra structures of 0;(Z2) and 0;(Z2) 

with respect to the Pontrjagin product. We present minimal sets of algebra genera

tors for 6;(Z2) and 0;(Z2) together with some explicit multiplication formulas. 

In §6 we treat the odd period and weakly complex cases in parallel. We com

bine the technique of §2 with Kamata's idea in [7] of applying ~iscenko series to 

U*(Ln(m)). We also remark that the multiplicative structures of O*(Zk) (k ~ 3, odd) 

and U*(Zm) (m ~ 2) with respect to the Pontrjagin products are trivial. 

Finally, in §7, we apply the results on UiLn(m)) obtained in the preceding 

section to a nonexistence problem for some equivariant maps considered in [15]. 

The author is indebted to Professor Fuichi Uchida, Mr. Katsuhiro Komiya and 

Professor Ching-Mu Wu for many suggestions concerning these ideas. And the 

author wishes to express his gratitude to Professors Minoru Nakaoka and Akio 

Hattori for valuable suggestions and constant encouragements. Thanks are also 

due to Professor Robert E. Stong and the referee who informed me of many known 

results in this fie Id which permitted improvements in the pres entation, especially 

of 92. 
1. Free equivaria nt oriented bordism groups. A free equivari ant orientation

preserving bordism class of (X, ,), where X is a topological space and ,: X -+ X 

is a continuous map such that ,2 = id, is an equivalence class of triples (M, /1, f) 
with M a closed oriented differentiable manifold, /1: M -+!It a fixed-point free 

differentiable involution which preserves the orientation of M, and f: (M, /1) -+ 

(X, ,) a continuous equivariant map (r Of = f 0/1)' Two triples (M, /1, f) and 

(M', /1', f) are equivalent, or bordant if there is a triple (W, v, g) such that W is 

a compact oriented differentiable manifold with aW = M U (-M'), v: W -+ W is a 

fixed-point free, orienta tion-preserving differentiable involution restricting to /1 

on M and /1' on M', and g: (W, v) -+ (X, ,) is a continuous equivariant map 

(,0 g = g 0 v) restricting to f on M and f' on M'. 

The set of free equivariant orientation-preserving bordism classes (X, ,) be

comes a graded O*-module in the usual fashion and we denote this module by 

n;(X, ,) ([9], [12]). 

A similar graded U*-module is obtained by replacing orientation-preserving 

everyw~ere in the above definition by orientation-reversing. This module one de

notes n;(x, ,) [9J. 

Letting X be a point and, the identity map, this reduces to the oriented 
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analogue of the situation studied by Conner-Floyd [2]. Thus we write ri;(Z2) for 

ii;(pt, 1) and 6;(Z2) for ii;(pt, 1), combining the notations of Conner-Floyd 

[2] and Stong [12]. 

F or every involution (X, T), there ~s the obvio~s equivariant m,:p (X, T) -+ 

(pt, 1), inducing the homomorphism f: n;(X, T) -+ n;(pt, 1) and (; n;(x, T) --+ 

ii;(pt, 1). We call both of them the equivariant augmenta';...i0n homomo;:phism. 

Remark. We will hereafter use the notations like (: n;(X, T) -+ n;(pt, 1) to 

avoid repeating two formulas which are identical except for the signs. 

Let (X, T) and (Y, a) be involutions. Then both r x 1 and 1 x a induce the 

same involution on X x Y I T X a. 

Lemma 1.1. The pairings 

A: n;(X, T) ®u* n;( Y, a) -+ n;(X x YIT x a, 1 x a) 

sending [M, p., f] ® [N, v, gJ to [M x NIp. x v, 1 x v, f x gip. x v] are well-defined 

n*-module homomorphisms which are natural with respect to equivariant maps h: 

(X, T) -+(X', r') and h': (Y, a) -+(y', d). 

The proof of the lemma is straightforward. So we omi~ the proof. We call the 

above pairings the external products. 

Let (X, r ) be an involution. Then T induces a Z 2 x Z 2-action on X x X by 

{TX T, TX 1, 1 x T, 1 x 11 and also on X via the addition homomorphism Z2 x Z2 

-+ Z 2 and by T. 

Definition 1.2. In case there is a continuous map cfJ: X x X -+ X which is 

equivariant with ;espect to the above-mentioned Z 2 x Z 2-actions, we call cfJ a 

multiPjication map with respect to T. Notice that cfJ induces a Z 2 -equivariant 

map cfJ: (X x xlT X T, 1 x T) -+ (X, T). Associative and commutative multiplication 

maps and multiplication maps with unit are to be considered in the usual sense 

and we omit their detailed definition. 

Examples 1.3. (1) The constant map cfJ p : pt x pt -+pt is an associative and 

commutative multiplication map with unit with respect to the trivial involution. 

(2) Let SI = {Z E C; IZI = 11 be the unit sphere in C and a: SI -+ SI be 

the antipodal involution: a(Z) = -Z. Then the map p.: SI x SI -+ SI defined by 

p.(Z, Z')'= Z • Z' is an associative and commutative multiplication map with unit 

with respect to a. 

Definition 1.4. Let cfJ: X x X -+ X be a multiplication map with respect to an 

involution (X, T). The composites of the external products of 2.1 by the induced 

n*-module homomorphisms :h* 
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give rise to product operations in n;(X, r) andn;(X, r). We call them !..he Pon

trjagi:z product with respect to the multiplication map ~. In this case, n;(x, r) 

and n,;(x, r) become graded algebras over Q*. 

2. First direct sum decompositions. Let (N, r) be a free involution. Suppose 

(L, r 1 L) is an invariant subspace of (N, r) with a given finite dimensional Coo
_ 

manifold structure on L making rl L differentiable and with an invariant neigh

bourhood which is equivariantly homeomorphic to (L x [-1, 1], r 1 L x (-1)) and 

Lx{O!=L. 

Proposition 2.1. There is an exact triangle of a*-module homomorphisms 

where ~ denotes the map sending [M, [1, f] with ft-regular on L to (f-l(i\ 
[11 r l(L), fl r l(L)], i* the homomorphism induced by the inclusion and X[SO, a] 

the map sending [M, [1, f] to [M x J[-I, 1], [1 x (-1), ( 0 (j xl)] with (: L x J[-I, 1] 

C L x [-1, 1] C N. 

We call L'\ the Smith homomorphism. This proposition is a variant of the 

Smith exact sequence in [9], [12] and the proof is analogous. It was pointed out 

by the referee that the exact sequence of the pair (N, N - L) together with a Thorn 

isomorphism n;(N, N - L, r) ~ n!(L, rl L) given by t-regularity supplies an 

alternative proof. 

Let (X, r) be an involution. Denote by EnX the n-fold unreduced suspension 

of X, i.e. 

En X = Dn X X/(s, x) 'V (s, x'): s E JD n, x, x' E X, 

and define En(r): EnX -> EnX by En(r)[d, x] = [a(d), r(x)], ~here a is the anti

podal map. Let (M, [1, f) be a representation of a class in a;(X, r). Let us define 

Dn(M), Dn([1) and Dn(j) as follows: 

Dn(M) = Dn x AI/(s, x) "" (s, It (x)): s E ()Dn, x E M, 

Dn([1): Dn(M) -> Dn(,\1) is defined by Dn([1)[d, x] = [a(d), [1(x)] and Dn(j): Dn(M) 

........ eX by Dn(f)[d, x] = [d, f(x)]. 

Proposition 2.2. The map Dn:n;(X, r) -> n~-l )n+l(EnX, En(r)) sending 

[M, [1, f] to [Dn(M), Dn([1), Dn(j)] is a well-defined n*-homomorphism of degree n. 
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In case (X, r) is a free COO-involution on a finite dimensional Coo-manifold and 

n = 1 or in case (X, r) = (Sn, a) and n 2: 1, we have t1 oDn = Dn- 1 (n 2: 1), where 

t1 is the Smith homomorphism of 2.1 with respect to (En -1 X, En- 1(r)) C (EnX, 

En(r)). 

The proof is straightforward from the definition. We call Dn the n-fold sus

pension of the first kind. This notion is due to Uchida. 

Corollary 2.3. Let r: L -+ L be a differentiable involution on a finite dimen

sional Coo-manifold. L. (1) There is a split short exact sequence of n*-homomor-

phisms 
[sO,al ~+( 1 1())-L.;;-( n -+ fJ* ' 11* E G, Er, ~ ~~* L, r) -+ O. 

D 

(2) There is an exact sequence of fJ*-homomorphisms 

U*~ f!* [SO,a] , n';(E 1L, R 1(r))"! .. ii;(L. r) ~ 2U*-+0. 

Here the [SO, a] denote the composite maps 

n ;;±( ° ) i* ;;±(R1 E 1(r\,), "'* ::¥ 'H* S , a - '~* _ L. _ 

with i(+I) = [+1, x] and i(-I) = [-1, x] and p is the map sending [M, p., f] to [M]. 

Proof. The fact that Image p = 20* was proved in [2]. Since (ElL - L, E1(r)) 

is equivariantly homotopy equivalent to (SO, a), the rest follows from 2.1 and 2.2. 

~ Lemma 2.4. (1) Let (X, r) be a fixed-point free involution. The map 7]: 

O;(X, r) -+ Q*(X/r) sending [M, p., f] to [M/p., f/p.] is a well-defined isomorphism 

of fJ*-modules. 

(2) Let (L, a) be a fixed-point free differentiable involution on a finite dimen

sional Coo-manifold. The map 

7J 0 D1:n';(L, a) -+ n;(E 1 t. 1]1(a)) ~' U*(E 1LIE 1(a)) 

is a well-defined a*-isomorphism onto n*(E 1L/E 1(a)). 

Part (1) is we II kpown and (2) is a result of Atiyah in [1]. The proof of (1) 

is completely analogous to that of Theorem 19.1 in [2]. To see that the image of 

7] 0 D1 lies in U*(E 1L/E 1(a)), one has only to observe that D 1(M) bounds D~(M) = 

([d, x] E D2(M); d E D2 n H~I. Then part (2) is a paraphrase of 2.3(1). 

Now, as an analogue of Theorem 3 and 4 (3) of Wu [17], we obtain the follow

ing exact sequence. 

Proposition 2_5. (See Stong [11, p. 175].) There is a split short exact se

quence of U*-modules, for each n 2: 2: 
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Proof. The equality tl 2 
0 D 2 = id follows from 2.2. The exactness at 

U;CSn, a) is easily proved geometrically as in [17]. The fact that i* is monomor

phic can be seen by utilizing the preceding lemma together with the collapsibility 

of the bordism spectral sequence for RPCn) [2, Theorem 15.2]. 

From this proposition and 2.3(1), we obtain the direct sum decompositions of 

n!CSn, a) such as 

n;cs2n+l, a) = ffi D2ifi;cs l , a). 
n;;:i";'!O 

But we prefer another kind of decompositions which we will present in the next 

section. 

3. Second direct sum decompositions. For the sake of the description of 

multiplicative structures in n!cz 2)' we give another kind of suspension operators 

in this section. 

Regard S2n+l as the unit sphere in the complex Cn + I)-space Cn +l , and let 

S2n S2n and S2n-l denote the submanifold of S2n+ 1 defined by 
o ' 

S~n = {CZo' ZI' •.. , Zn)E S2n+l\ Zo is reall, 

Let Jl: S2n+l x SI -+ S2n+l be the map defined by Jl«Zo' Z l' .", Zn)' Z) = 

(ZoZ, Z lZ, '.', ZnZ), Then, Jl induces an equivariant map {i: (S2n+ 1 x S l/a x a, 

a x 1) -+ (S2n+l, a) which is t-regular on S2n-( «( = 0, 1), and ji- l CS 2n-l) 

= CS2n-l x SI/a x a) CUchida [14]). 

Definition and notation 3.1. (1) For an element x in n;CSn, a), we also de

note by x the element inn,;CSn+k, a) for k ~ 1 which should be denoted by iJx). 

And denote by [Sn, a] the element which should be denoted by [Sn, a, id]. 

(2) For each n ~ 0, define an Q*-module homomorphism 

of degree 2n by letting E 2n(x) be the image of [S 2n, a] ® x mapped by the com

posite {{i \ (S ~n x SI / a x a) 1* 0 (0 x id/ a x a)* 0 A: 
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where A is the external product and e: (S2n, a) -+ (S~n, a I s~n) is the equivariant 

diffeomorphism defined by e(20' 2 1, ••• , 2 n _ 1, 2) = (2n, 21' ... , 2 n _ 1, 20)' 

Obviously, EO = id and E 2n[SO, a) = [s2n, a]. 

(3) For each n ~ 0, define an O*-module homomorphism 

of degree 2n + 1 by E 2n + 1 = .1 0 E2n+2. Obviously, E 2n +1[SO, a] = [S2n+1, a]. 

Lemma 3.2. /). 0 En = En - 1 (n ~ 1). 

Proof. It suffices to prove /).20 E2n = E 2n - 2 for n ~ 1. This follows from 

the fact that ~ - 1(S 2n - 1) = (S2n - 1 x S 1/ a x a) and the definition of E 2n and 

E 2n - 2• 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

Corollary 3.3. 

;:'-(S2n+1 a) 
,:'L* ' I 

n;(s2n, a) = ~ EB E 2iO;(S1, a)t EB U*lI[s 2n, am. 
1n-1~i~O \ 

0;(2 2) ~ O;(SO" , a) = EB E 2i 0;(S1, a). 
i~O 

0:(s2n+1, a) 

= °*11[2 2,2 2]\\ EB I EB. E 2i +10;(S1, a)l EB O*!I[s 2n+1, alII. 
n-1~z~O ~ 

n;(s2n, a) = °*11[2 2, 2 2]1\ EB I EI1 E 2i +10;(S1, alto 
n-1~i~O ~ 

6:(2 2) ~ 6:(SO", a' = D*!l[;7;2' 221\1 EB I.EB E 2i +1 0;(S1, alto 
z,.O ~ 

Here O*!I[ *] 1\ denotes the Q*-free module generated by a class [*1 and 

[2 2, 2 2] is the class of the action of 22 on itself by the addition homomorphism. 

Proof. From 2.5 and 3.2, (1) and (2) are easily obtained by induction on n. 

Then (4) and (5) follow from 2.3(1) and 3.2. Now n;(2 2) ~ 6;CSO", a) is a para

phrase of [2, 09.1)]. Therefore 

0;(2 2) ~ 6;(.U (Si, a)) = Dir. Lim, n;(Si, a). 
z~O i 

Recalling that [Si, a1 = Ei[SO, al, (3) and (6) follow from 0), (2) and (4), (5). 
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4. DeterTination of n;(s 1, a). In this section, we determine the n*-algebra 

structure of n;(sl, a). In view of Corollary 3.3, this determines completely the 

n*-module structures of n,!{Sn, a). 

Let ~* = Z2[X 2k-1' X 2k; k ~ 2 i
, (X i)2] be the polynomial subalgebra of ~* 

defined by Wall in [16]. Regard n;(S 1, a) as a ring via the Pontrjagin product with 

respect to the multiplication map 11 of 1.3(2). 

Lemma 4.1 (Wall [16], Stong [11]). The map TJ: n;(Sl, a) -+ ~*' sending 

[M, 11, f] to [Mill], is a ring isomorphism onto lli*. 

Proof. It is clear by definition that TJ is a well-defined ring homomorphism. 

From the definition of U)* in [16], it is also clear that TJ is an epimorphism onto 

U\. Considering the orientation covering of an unoriented manifold, one sees that 

TJoo: O;(SOO, a) -+ ~* defined by TJoJM, 11, f] = [Mill] is a bijection. Therefore 

TJ = TJ 00 0 i * is monic since i* is so by 3.3(3). 
Now we proceed to the description of n;(sl, a) as an n*-algebra. 

Notation 4.2 (cf. [16]). (1) Let TT denote the set of all partitions w = (a l' 

a
2

, •• " aT) with unequal tarts ai none of which is a power of 2. And let I w I = r 

be the length of w. 

(2) For partitions w, w' E TT, let w () W' E TT be their intersection i.e. the 

partition whose parts belong to both wand w'. Also w e w' E TT be their 

symmetric difference, i.e. the partition whose puts belong to either w or w' but 

not to both. 

(3) For a partition w = (a l' a 2, •• " aT), let w i denote the partition obtained 

from w by omitting a i' 

With these notations, Wall's result on Q* can be stated as follows. 

Theorem 4.3 (Wall [16]). (1) The ring structure of n* can be described by 

the following polynomial presentation: 

0-+ g rguj L ga .gw.; Iwl ~ 3, (Lhw.nw' ga .gw.ew') - gWgw] • z z • z z z . 
1 1 

~ Z[h 4k ; k ~ 0, gw; W E rrJ ~ U* -+ 0, 

where Z[· .. ] denotes the polynomial ring over Z with generating set I ... I, 
g[ • •• ] the ideal generated by I ... I, K the natural inclusion and A is the quo

tient homomorphism. (For representing manifolds of gw' see [16].) 

(2) The generators of U* given above are irredu'ndant and the relations are 

independent. 

Definition 4.4. For each partition w E TT, define an element W w in 

n zll wll (sl, a) by Ww = TJ- 1(XJ, where TJ is the isomorphism of 4.1, 
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Xw= X 2aI ••• X 2a, for w = (aI' a 2, "', a) is as defined in [16] and I\wl\ = 

a I + a 2 + ... + ax • For convenience, let W4J imply [So, a] and h4J = 1. 

207 

Theorem 4.5. (1) The structure of O;(SI, a) as an O*-modu!e is described 

by the following D*-free presentation: 

0-+ Q*12 [SO, a], 2W w' Aw; iwi 2: 2, Bw,w' I 

~ D*lHsO, a], W w; w E 17111. 6;(SI, a) -+ 0, 

where D*ll··· 11 denotes the free O*-module with generating set I··· I, 0*1 .•• I 
the O*-submodule generated by I··· I, i the natural inclusion, j the quotient 

homomorphism and the symbols A w' B w w' stand for the following. , 

and 

(2) The O*-module generators given above are irredundant and the relations 

are inde pendent. ~ 

(3) The Pontrjagin products in O;(SI, a) are described as follows: 

(a) [SO, a] serves as the identity. 

(b) W wW cJ = hwnw' W «6:u', in particular, Ww = W(a )W(a ) _ .• W(a ) 
( 1 2 T 

for each w = a l' a 2, "', a,) E 17. 

Proof. (1) It suffices to prove the exactness of the sequence in the theorem, 

and that is easily derived from 4.1 except for the as sertion that ker j C Image i. 

So we only prove that part, which requires a cumbersome argument. The verifica

tion of the remaining parts are left to the reader. 

Denote by A* the polynomial ring Z[h 4k; k?: 0, g w; (U E 17] given in 4.3 and 

let A*" ···11 denote the free A*-module with generating set I··· I. The ring 

epimorphism A: A* -+ 0* of 4.3 induces a A*-module epimorphism A*: A*"· . ·11 
-+ O*ll ... 11, where 0* is regarded as a A*-module via A. Define a A*-homomor-

~ ~ 0 ~ 

phism ~: A*lI[so, al, W w; w E 1711 -+ A* by ,~[S , a] = 0 and ~(W) = gw. Simi-

larly, let f....': O*"[sO, a], W w; (U E 1711 -+ 0* be the O*-homomorphism defined by 

~'[So, a] = 0 an d ~/(W J = gw. By definition, A 0 A = ~' 0 ~ and ~ 0 j = [Z) 0 

~/, where [Z): 0* -+ fi!(SO, a) is the isomorphism sending [M] to [M][Z 2' Z 2] 

and [Z2' Z) is as defined in 3.3. 

Now suppose j(x) = 0 for some homogeneous element x. Take an element 

? in A II(so, a], W ; w E 1711 such that A*(?) = x. Then, A 0 'K(?) = ~' 0 A*(?) = * c.u • '"'"" 
~/(X) = 0 because [Z 2] 0 ~'(x) = ~ 0 j(x) = O. Therefore ~G') is in Image K by 

4.4, i.e. 
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~(~) = l::aUJ· 2gUJ + L: f3UJ(I:ga.gUJ~ 
UJ IUJI,;d i I i) 

+ I: Y UJ,UJ' lI: (h UJ.nUJ' ga .gUJ.8UJ') - gUJgUJ' ~ 
CUt CV' ill I ~ 

for some a , f3 and Y , E A*. 
UJ Cl) GtJ, cv 

Define an element ~' in ,\*{I[SO, a], IV UJ; (jJ E 7711 by 

"X' = "a . 2IV + I: ~ ("g IV - g [SO, a]) £... UJ UJ PUJ £... a. UJ. UJ 
UJ IUJI~3 i I I 

+ L: Y UJ,UJ' lE (h UJ.nUJ' ga.IV UJ.8UJ') - gUJ IV UJ' l. 
UJ,w' i I I I ~ 

Then 

(4.6) 

Now ~ - ?' in A*{I[SO, a], IV UJ; (jJ E 7711 can be uniquely expressed as 

?-?' =a[SO,a]+L (2LCO)+LCl))IV where a LCO) and L(l) arepolyno-
cv <.U cv UJ' 'w Cl) 

mials in A* such that each monomial in L ~l) has coefficient one or zero. Then, 

and so 

Since g UJ is a polynomial generator of A* for each (jJ E 77, the above equality 

implies that, if L~l)gUJ contains a monomial ~ .• gUJ (~ E A*) with coefficient one, 

there should exist an (jJ' such that (jJ' /0 (jJ and that L C ~), g UJ' contains the same 

monomial with coefficient one. This implies that ~ = b . "gUJ' for some monomial 
""' b in A* and that L C~} contains the monomial b • gu.; with coefficient one. By 

~his correspondence b· gUJ' +-+ b . gUJ (not necessarily unique), we can pair all 

the terms in LUJ L C!] W UJ as LUJ L (:2 W UJ = LUJ;o'u.;' KUJ UJ' (g UJIV UJ' + g UJ' IV UJ) for some 

KUJ UJ' E A*. ' 
, Define an element?''' in A*{I[SO, a], W ",; (jJ E 7711 by ?''' 

LUJ;o'UJ' K UJ,UJ' (g UJW UJ' + gUJ' IV UJ - h UJnUJ' g &.>8w' [SO, a]). Then, 

E Image 1. 
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It follows that 

(4.8) 

By (4.6), (4.7) and (4.8), 

(A*(a) + L A*(Kw,cu') hwnw' gv.B:u') [SO, al = j(x) = 0 
\ w","cu' 

in n;(S 1, a). This implies, by 2.3(2), A*(a) + 2 , A (K ,)h n I g , . .=...! 
w~ * cv, cu cu UJ ~ 

2[M] for some [M] in Q*. So that last terms in (4.8) can be expressed as [M] • 

2[SO, a]. Therefore x E Image i and this completes the proof of (1). 

(2) is clear from (1). 

(3) Part (a) is clear from the definition. Parr (b) is proved by 4.1 as follows: 

1J(IV wWw') = XwXcu' = X~nw' • Xw6:»' = 1J(hwncu' WecEXu') since r(h w) = X~ for 

IiJ E TT [16]. This completes the proof of the theorem. 

5. Multiplicative structures,?f O;(Z) a~d n;(Z2). For the calculation of 

the multiplicative structures of n;(Z 2) and n;(Z 2) with respect to the Ponrrjagin 

products, we need the following two lemmas. 

Lemma 5.1. The following sequences are exact for k ~ 0: 

(1) 

and 

(2) 

Proof. The lemma is a direct consequence of the equivarianr version of the 

generalized Roc~lin type exact sequence in [9], letting (X, A, ,) be (pt, <fJ, id). 

Notice that 2· n;(z 2) = 0 by 3.3 and 4.5(1). 

Lemma 5.2. ,(IV) = (a1X)[sl, a]2 + X)SO, a]2 in ~/Z2)' where a 1 = 

r 0 a 3 [16] and [Si, a] 2 implies r([Si, an. 

Proof. Let /).2 denote the ordinary Smith homomorphism !J1k(Z 2) -+ ~k- /Z) 
[12] and ( be the equivarianr augmentation homomorphism. Since /).2 0 r(IV) = 

,0 (0 /).(W) = r 0 f(gcu· [Z 2' Z2]) = (a1X)[SO, a]2' 

r(IV) = (a1XW)[Sl, a1 2 + [Ml[sO, a1
2 
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for some [Al] E 1)1* [2]. But 

['~l = c*([Al] • [SO, a]2) = c* 0 r(W u) - (aIX c) c*([SI, a1
2

) 

=n(W )-(a X ).[p (R)] =X -O=X ., cu I cu I 2 cu cu' 

where TJ is the isomorphism of 4.1. This proves the lemma. 

[March 

Theorem 5.3. The set {[SO, a], [S2
i
, a]; i 2: 1, W(k); k f, 2i l supplies a mini

mal set of generators for the commutative and associative 0 -algebra with unit 
~ ~ * 
O,;(Z 2)' The multiplicative relations in O;(Z 2) are as follows: 

(1) W cuW CUi = h n I W_=--' , in particular, W = W )W ••• W(a ) for cv = w cu UAJ.L' cu (a (a) 
(aI' a 2, "', a r) E 77. (Here WeI> = [SO, a] and hel> = h o') I 2 r 

(2) E 2nW cu = [S 2n, a] • W cu for each n 2: 0 an,d cv E 77. 

(3) The products of the form [s2n, a] • [s 2n , a] are calculable in theory by 

5.1,5.2 and the results of Uchida [14] on 1)1*(Z2)' For example, [s2n, aF = 

[Pn(C)][SO, a] and [S2, a]' [s4, a] = [S6, a] + W(3)" 

~ 

Proof. From 1.3, O;!Z 2) becomes a commutative and associative O*-algebra 

with unit via the Pontrjagin product with respect to cpp. Part (1) follows from 

4_5(3), part (2) follows from the definition of E 2n, and part (3) is clear. The 

assertion that the set stated in the theorem generates fi;;;(Z 2) as an O*-algebra is 

easily proved from parts (1), (2), (3) of the theorem and from 3.3,4.5,5.1,5.2 
, I , 

together with the fact that ~;n+2n ([s2n, a]2' [s2n., a]2) = (n~n) [SO, a]2 [13]. 

The irredundancy of the generators [SO, a] and [S2', a] (i 2: 1) is clear from parts 

(1), (2), (3) and the result on 1)1*(Z2) mentioned above .. The irredundancy of W(k) 

(k f, 2i) is derived from that of X 2k in {X 2k; k 2: 0, X 2k _ I; k f, 2i (i 2: 0), k 2: 31 
as a set of polynomial generators for 1)1*. We leave the details to the reader. 

Theorem 5.4. The set {[Z2' Z), [S2i+l, a]; i 2: 0, E2i+IW cu; cv E 77, i 2: 01 

supplies a minimal set of generators for the commutative and associative O*-alge

bra with unit 6; (z 2)' The multiplicative relations are as follows: 

(1) [S2i+l, a] • [S2i+l, a] = () (i, j 2: 0). 

(2) The products of the form [S2i+l, a] 'E~2i+IWcu and (E2i+IWcu)(E2i+IWcu') 

can be calculable in theory as in the case for 0;(Z2)' . In particular, (E2i+IW)2 

= ° for cv E 77, i 2: o. 

The proof is analogous to that of 5.3. So we omit it. 

6. The odd period eases and weakly complex cases. In this section we con

sider the free equivariam oriented (weakly complex, respectively) bordism group 

O*(X, T) (U*(X, T)) of Wu [17] for a pair (X, T), where X is a topological space 
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and r: X -+ X is a continuous periodic map with odd JX'!ri~d p ~ 3 (with period 

m ~2). Its definition is completely analogous to that of n;( , ) given at the be

ginning of § 1, only to replace involution by map of odd period p ~. 3 (map of per

iod m ~ 2, and orientation by weakly complex structure). 

As in 13, regard s2n+l as the unit sphere in Cn +1• For each integer m ~ 2, 

let T{ ): S 2n +1 -+ S 2n + 1 be the free periodic map defined by T (2, .• " 2 ) = 
m (m) 0 n 

(Acm,zo' ... , \mln) where \m) = exp(21Ti/m). 

Analogously to 2.5, we can easily modify Theorem 3 and 4(3) of Wu [17] as 

follows. The proof is omitted. 

Theorem 6.1. (1) For each integer m ~ 2, the sequence 

A 'VU IS2n-l T \ I) 
--+ k-2' '(mY-

is exact for each n ~ 1, where i: (sI, T(m)) C (S2n+1, T(m)) is the natural inclu

sion, U*(S2i+l, T(m)) is the kernel of the ordinary augmentation homomorphism 

U*(S2i+I, T(m)) -+~ U*(SJ.i+l/T(m)) -+ U*, and /). is the Smith homomorphism 

analogous to that of 2.1. 

(2) In case m is an odd integer ~. 3, analogous results hold in the oriented 

case: one can replace U*() of (1) by 0/ ). 

Now denote the quotient spaces s2n+l/T(m) by Ln(m) and the complex pro

jective spaces by CP(n). Let [Ln-i(m), i] be the weakly complex bordism class 

in U;2<n_i>+I(L n(m)) represented by the natural inclusion map i: L{n-i)(m) C 

Ln(m), and D: U2{n_i)+I(L n(m)) -+ u2i(Ln(m)) be the Atiyah-Poincart~ duality 

[1]. And denote by Tf the canonical complex line bundle over CP(n), 77: Ln(m) 

-+ CP(n) the na.tural projection, and c 1(t) the first Chern class of a complex vec

tor bundle 'in U*-cobordism theory in the sense of Conner-Floyd [4]. 

Theorem 6.2 (Kamata [7]). With the notations as above, it holds that 

D[Ln-i(m), i] = le 1(77 *71W for m ~2, n 2: 1 and j ~ O. 

As in [7], [10], let F(X, y) be the formal group law defined in U*[[X, V]] 

characterised by the property that c 1(' ®t) = F(cl(t), c 1(")) for complex line 

bundles 'and " over the same CW-complex. For each integer m ~ 2, define 

a formal power series [m]p(X) E U*[[Xn by [2] p(X) = F(X, X) and [m + 1] p(X) = 

F(X, [m]p(X)). Then [m]p(x) is uniquely expressed as [m]p(X) = 

~ V{ m)Xk +1 with V{ m) E U- 2k Hereafter we identify U with U* via D 
Osk k k' * 

and denote by V~m) the element D- 1(V{7») in U*' 
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Now set a 2k +1 = [S2k+l, T(m), i] E U 2k +
1
(s2n+l, T(m)) (n 2: k? 0) and 

(32k+l = IOS;jS;k Vk:~ a 2j+1• Let R: U*-+il* and R: U*(S2n+l, T(m)) --+ n*(S2n+l, T(m)) 

(in case m is odd) be the homomorphism forgetting a weakly complex structure. 

Theorem 6.3 (cf. Conner-Floyd [2], [3], tom Dieck [5], Giffen [6], Kamata [7]). 

(1) For each integer m 2:2, u*(s2n+1, T(m)) (n 2:0) is isomorphic as a U*-module 

to the quotient of the free U*-module generated by aI' a 3, "', a by the sub-2n +1 
module generated by {3p {33' "', (32n-l' 

(2) In case m is an odd integer 2: 3, analogous results hold in the oriented 

case: one can replace U*(), a i and (3j of (1) by 0*, R(a) and R({3j)' respectively. 

(3) Let [s2n+l X Z ,Ix T(m), fL] be the equivariant bordism class in 
m 

U2n +l(s2n+l, T(m)) represented by the equivariant map which is the restriction of 

fL: S2n+1 x SI --+ S2n+l defined in §3. Then [s2n+l x Z ,Ix T(m), fL] = (32 l' 
""' m n+ 

Equivalently, the bordism class [s2n+l, 77m] E U*(Ln(m)) represented by the 

standard m-fold covering map of S2n +1 onto L n(m) /s expressed as 

(4) U*(Ln(m)) ~ Au*(D[pt, i]) ffi U*[[cl])/(c~+l, [M]P(cl))' where [pt, i] r:= 

Uo(Ln(m)) is the class of an inclusion map of a fuint A *() is the exterior alge
l! 

bra over U*, cl = cl (77 * TJ), and (*, *) denotes the ideal generated by the set 

{*, * l. 

Outline of Proof. The proof has nothing new than those of the oriented cases 

for involutions although there exists no splitting homomorphism as D 2 here. 

(1) It is easily seen that U *(S 1, T(m)) is a free U*-module generated by al' 

Then, the Smith homomorphism argument shows that a 2n +
1 

generates a free U*

submodule in U*(S2n+1, T(m)) and that a 1 , a 3, "', a 2n +l generates 

U*(S2 n +1, T(m)) , applying 6.1(1). By t!-le duality in 6.2, 

DI.3 2k +
1
) = L Vk:jc~-j = c1- 1 - k ( L V}m)c j

l +1) = c1t-1-k. [m)p(c 1) 
OS;j$k O$j$k 

for 0 < k < n - 1. But [m]p(c 1) = c /177 * TJl m) = c 1(1) = o. So {32k+1 = 0 for 

o ~ k ~ n - 1. The assertion that all the module relations are generated by {3 l' 

{33' ... ,(32 -1 is easily proved by induction on n, applying 6.1 (1). 
n "'- 2 1 

(2) From part 0), R({32k+1) = 0 (0 ~ k ~ n - 1) in n*(s n+ , T(m)) when m 

is odd 2: 3. The rest of the assertions are proved in the same way as part 0), 
applying 6.1(2). 

(3) Let ry: U*(S2n+1, T(m)) -- U*(Ln(m)) be the natural isomorphism taking 

orbit spaces. 
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In case n = 0, ';f({31) = [S 1, 17 m] is clear by considering the evaluation homo

morphism U*(L1(m)) -+H*(Ln(m); Z). 

Assume that part (3) holds for n - 1. Then L1[S2n+l, 17 ] = [S2n-l, 17 ] = 
"v m m 
.,,({32n-l) in U*(Ln-I(m)). So M[s2n+l, 17m] - ';f({32n+l)) = 0 and, by 6.1(1), 

[s2n+l, 77m] = ';f({32n+l) + [M]';f(a 1) for some [M] E U2n' But i 017m: s2n+l-+ 

Ln(m) C Ln+l(m) bounds D;n+2 C s2n+3 -+ Ln+1(m), and so i*[S2n+I, 17 ] = 0 in 
m 

U*(Ln+1(m)), which implies [M] ';f (a 1) = 0 in U*(Ln+1(m)) and Lw] E mU*. 

Therefore [M] ';f (a I) = 0 holds also in U *(L n(m)), and this completes the proof of 

the induction step. • 

(4) Part (4) directly follows from part (1), applying the duality 'in 6.2. 

Remark 6.4. (1) The U*- (0*-) module structure of U*(Z) for m 2: 2 (O*(Zp) 

for odd integer p 2: 3) follows from the above theorem by taking direct limit. Im

posing a complete and Hausdorff topology on U/Z
m

) [5], the cobordism algebra 

U*(Z ) is determined from 6.3(4) by taking inverse limit, which deletes the exter-
m * ior algebra part of U (L n(m)). 

(2) The Pontrjagin products in U*(Zm) and n*(Z~ (p: odd int<;.§er 2: 3) are 

trivial in the sense that x • y = 0 for any elements in U*(Z ) (and n*(z )). m p 
This follows from the dimensional reason and the fact that [L n(m)] = 0 in U *" 

(3) In case m = 2, U *(S2n , a) and U*(s2n, a) are easily determined by 6.3, 

using the cofibration (RP(2n), RP(2n-I). 

Corollary 6.5 (cf. Kambe [8]). Let m 2: 2 be an integer. 

(1) KO(Ln(m)) = Z[[a]]/(an+l , (1 + a)m - 1), where a = 17*'" - 1. 

(2) The Todd genus Todd[V('!")] is equal to the binomial coefficient 
I 

(- l)m+\~\). In particular, Todd[v~mll] = 0 for i > m - 1. 

Proof. Let c~K)( ) be the ith Chern class .in K*-theory defined in [4] and 

G(X, y) E K*(pt)[[X, y]] be the formal group law characterized by the property 

c(~)(.; ® t) = G(c(~)(';), c(~)(t)) for line bundles'; and ';' over the same 

CW-complex. It is well known that G(X, y) '" X + Y - XY. Then, [m]c (X) = 

1 -(1 - X)m. Part (1) follows from 6.3(4) by considering the natural transformation 

Il e: U*( ) --+ K*( ) defined in [4]. It is easily seen that Il e(c 1) = - a. Part (2) 

follows from the fact that Ile: U* ~ U*(pt} --+ K*(pt) ~ Z is given by the corre

spondence of Todd genus [4]. 

Lemma 6.6. Let p 2: 2 be a prime integer and k 2: 1, j 2: 1 be integers. Then 

every Chern number of CP(kpj - 1) is divisible by pi. 

Proof. It is easily seen by induction on j 2: 1 that (1 + x)pj = (1 + xP)pj- 1 + 

pi F ()x) for some polynomial F ()x) with integer coeffic;:ients. The,refore the 
I ,I ()kpI ( p)PI - 1 '( ) jk total Chern class of CP(kpl - 1) is expressed as 1 + u = { 1 + u + pIFj u , 
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where u E H 2(CP(k pi - 1); Z) is the first Chern class of TJ. So the Chern class 

c .(CP(kpi - 1)) is divisible by pi if i is not a multiple of p. Since kpi - 1 is 
1 

not a multiple of p, any monomial in cl' ••• , c . of dimension kpi - 1 should 
kpl-1 

contain some c i with i not a multiple of p. Therefore the lemma follows. 

Proposition 6.7 (cf. [2], [3], [5], [6], [7]). Let p 2 2, r 2 1, a 2 1 be integers 

such that p is prime and (r, p) = 1. Put m = par. 

(1) All Chern numbers of v~m) (i ::: 0) are divisible by m. 

(2) Under the conditions that o:s i :s pa - 1 and 0 :s q < a, V~par) E pa- q u * 

if and only if pq-I -t'i + 1. In particular. v~m) = m, V~~\ == p-I(m._ mP)[CP(p - 1)] 

mod (decomposable5 in U*) np 2au* and S( i l)[V(~) + p- im Pl[CP(pi _ 1)]] = pa. 
( ) P - pl-*l * 

So the classes V P~-I are Milnor base elements for U '/pu '. 

(3) In U*(Ln(m)f(and n/Ln(m)) when m is odd) with n ~ 1, the order of the 

class [Li(m), i1 (o:s j < n) is pdr'm where d is the integer determined by 

2d(p - 1) < 2j + 1 < 2(d + I)(p - 1)- and r' is the integer with (r', p) = 1 which is 

determined analogously as d from tbe prime decomposition of r. Moreover we have 

pd-Ir'm [Ld(p-I~m" i]= (_I~dpa-ITT'[CP(p _ I)]d[LO"(m), i]. 

Proof. Let g(X) E U* (is) Q[[X]] be the logarithm of the formal group law 

F(X, Y), i.e. g(F(X, y)) = g(X) + g(Y). Miscenko's theorem [10, Appendix 1] 

asserts that g(X) = LO';;k ([CP(k)]f(k + I))Xk +l
• Comparing the coefficients of Xi 

in the equation (DI';;i$i j) g([m]p(X)) = (DI';;isi j)mg(X), we obtain V('O) = m and, 

for i 2 2, 

( n J\v~~i + GW(Vbm
), "', V~';~)= ( n j\(m- mi)[CPCi-I)], 

I$i$ i ) IS:j';;i-I ) 

where GW (···) is a polynomial in the V(O'), ••• , V~~~ with coefficients in U* 

and each monomial in G w(· .. ) is an integer multiple of the form 

( n ,}[CP (k - Ii1 v;m) ... V)'rt) 
Is: i $.i;i;tk 2: 2 1 k 

with j 1 + ••. + j k > O. Part (1) and (2) easily tollow from the above equation and 

6.6 by induction. 

Now we prove part (3) by induction on j (O:s j < n). It is easily derived from 

the reduced bordism spectral sequence ([2], [7]) that the order of [L o(m), i] is 

m as asserted, 

Suppose the assertion is proved for 0, ••• , j - 1 (j 2 I). We prove the asser

tion for j dividing cases. 

(i) In case p - l-fj. By 6.3(1) we have 
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(32i+l = m [Li(m), i] + .•. + V~~\[Li-P+l(m), i] + ••• = O. 

Multiplying pdr', we obtain pdr'm[Li(m), i] = 0 by the induction hypothesis and 

part (2). 

215 

- Let~: U*(Ln(m)) -+ U*_2(L 71 (m) be the ordinary Smith homomorphism. Then 

by the induction hypothesis, ~(pd-lr'm[Lj(m), il) = pd-l r'm[Li- 1(m), il/= 0 as 

desired. 

In case j = d(p -1) for some d > 1. As in case ri), we have 

But by the induction hypothesis and part (2), this reduces to 

The assertion follows directly from this. 

This completes the proof of the theorem. 

Remark 6.8. Since we now know the structure of U*(L n(m)), the method of 

Conner-Floyd [2, Theorem 40.1], permits us to generalize a result in [3] and [18] 

concerning the fixed point sets of a weakly complex involution to the case of a 

semifree weakly complex periodic maps of arbitrary period whose fixed point set 

is a k-dimensional manifold (for some fixed k) with trivial normal bundle in the 

sense of [2, §40]. (See also Kasparov [19].) 

7. An application to equivariant maps. Let m, q ::: 2 be integers. Consider 

the periodic map T(mq): 5 2n +1 -+ 5 2n +1 defined in the preceding section. Since 

(T(mq))q = T(m), T(mq) induces a free periodic map T(q): 5 2n +1/T(m) = Ln(m) 

-+ Ln(m) of period q sending [ZO' ... , Z) to ['\(mq)Zo' "', '\(mq)Zn] where 

'\(mq) = exp(27Ti/mq). 

Let A(q): M2k +1 
--+ M2k +1 be a free differentiable periodic map of period q 

on a (2k + I)-dimensional Coo-manifold M 2k + 1. Suppose there exists an equivar

iant map /: (Ln(m), T(q)) -'-> (M 2k +1 , A(q)). Taking the orbit space, f induces a· 
map 

f: Ln(m)jT(q) = Ln(mq) -- ~,12k+l/A(q) 

and f becomes a homomorphism of principal Zq-bundles over f· Let Ymq , Yq , ~q 
be the complex line bundles' associated to the principal Z -, Z -, Z -bundles 

2 +1 2 + 1 - 2k + 1 2'kq
+l q q 5 n -+ 5 n /T(mq), Ln(m) -+Ln(m)/T(q), M -+ M /A(q), respectively. 

Lemma 7.1. f*~ ~ (Y )112. q mq 
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Proof. It is clear from the definition of an induced bundle and an associated 

bundle that t*~q = y = (y )m. q mq 
By the naturality of the cobordism Chern classes, it follows from 7.1 that 

1* c 1 (~q) = clOy mqlm) = [m] F(c 1 (y mq)}· Since M 2k +1 j A{q) is also a (2k + 1)-dimen

sional Coo-manifold, cl(~ q)k+l = 0 in U*(M 2k +ljA(q)) for the dimensional reasons. 

So we obtain the following. 

Lemma 7.2. 11 ![m]F(cl)}k+l -1= 0 in U*(Ln(mq)) where Cl = c1(y ), then _ mq 

there does not exist an equivariant map (Ln(m), T(q)) -+ (M 2k +1, A(q)). 

Theorem 7.3. Let p ::: 2, r::: 1 be integers such that p is prime and that 

(r, p) = 1. And let a::: 1, k::: 0 be integers. 

(i) ([par]F(c l)}k+l = 0 in U*(Ln(pa+l r)) implies n S kpa. 

(ii) 11 r = 1 in (i), then the converse holds, i.e. n:S kpa implies 

![pa]F(c1)lk+l =0 in U*(L n(pa+l)). 

Theorem 7.4. Let p ::: 2 be a prime integer and r, r' ::: 1 be integers such that 

(p, r) = (p, r') = 1. Further let a, b::: 1 and k::: 0 be integers. 

Suppose there exists an equivariant map 

lor some smooth periodic map A(pbr') on a smooth (2k + I).manilold M2k+l. Then 

(i) n S k il ak - b S - 1 and this is the best possible result. 

(ii) n S kpa il ak - b ::: 0 (Munkholm-Nakaoka). 

llemark 7.5: This is a generalization of a result of Vick lI5). In the original 

manuscript of this paper, the statement of Theorem 7.4 was weaker than the 

present one. While revising this article, I was informed by M. Nakaoka that, re

placing the formal group in cobordism theory in Lemma 7.2 by that of K-theory 

and applying a number theoretic argument of Munkholm, On the Borsuk·U/am 

theorem lor Zpa actions on s2n-l and maps S2 n-l -+ Rm (Osaka J. Math. 7 

(1970), 423-441), he has obtained the result stated in Theorem 7.4 (ii). This 

inspired me to carry out the detailed calculation below in cobordism theory to ob

tain Theorem 7.3. I also learned from Nakaoka that (M 2k +1
, A(pbr')) need only 

be a continuous free periodic map on a finite CW-complex thanks to the theory 

of co-index. 

The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of 7.3 and 7.4. 

For a partition w = (il' i 2 , ••• , iq) of nonnegative integers, let r(i, w) be the 

occurrence of i in w, and let 
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Lemma 7.6. In U*(Lkpa +I(pa+Ir», we have th(lt 

s I[par] Cc )!k +1 = spar(V(par»kck pa +1 + L (k + l)s U(parl)j wll +k +1 
F 1 a 1 cv 1 

P - 1 I cv I =k + 1 W 

for a suitable integer s::: 1 such that (s, p) = 1 and scf!ar) E U* C U* ® Q <lwl = 

k + 1, IIwll + k + 1 S kpa + 1). 

Proof. 

{[par]F(c
1
)!k+1 = I L vjPar)c~+Ilk+l '" L (k + 1) V~(r»)!cvll +k+1 

os; ~ Iwl=k+I w 

L (k ~ l\par)i L (k + 1 - i)v~,(r»)lcvII +k+I. 

osisk+1 z) Iwl=k+1-i;cv~0 w 

By 6.3, we have in U*(Lkpa +1(pa+1 r» that 

(7.7) (pa+Ir)c
1 

= -I L v~pa+1r)c~+IC 
Is j ] \ 

( a ) +1· * . 1 . From 6.7 we know that V/ r E pa -'U for p'- - 1 Si S p'-1 and 

o Si S a. So it is easily deduced that we can apply the formula (7.7) to 

(par)i V!ar)cr i times repeatedly to obtain 

![parlF(c I)!k+1 = ~ L (par)(-1)i-1(.~ ~ 1)(V(~a+Ir»i-I(V(~ar»)k+I-ilc~pa+I 
lISiSk+I p z P -1 P -1 \ 

+ L L (=..!.V(k+ 1- i)(i,)V2;',a+1r>v2;'ar»)!cv ll +11 cv' 11 +k+1, 
Osisk+I w,cv' p) w w 

the last summation being taken over all partitions wand w' of positive integer 

components with Iwl = k + 1 - i and Iw.ll = i. 
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Analo gously, 

We carry out this kind of transformation of formulas inductively 

with (t., p) = (s., p) = 1, s '+1 = t.s. and s1'+1(a1p'+lV(par») E U*. 
1 1 1 11 cv 

So, after sufficiently many iterations, this formula stabilizes to 

This proves the lemma. 

Proof of Theorem 7.3. Define aiu~par) E U* ® Q by , 

and define (aiu(pa r») as (aiu'f ar») ••• (aid,par »). We remark that aiu~par) = 0 
w '1 'q , 

for j greater than or equal to i by virtue of Miscenko' s theorem. (See the proof 

of 6.7(1), (2).) 

Analogously as in the proof of Lemma' 7.6, we can find a suitable integer 

s; ~ 1 for every j?:: 1 such that (s/ ' p) = 1 and that 
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where [M(j, m)], [N(j, m')] are polynomials in U* ® Q such that [M(j, m)](aju~ar»), 
[N(j, m')]u<,:,ar ) € U*C U* ® Q. Therefore, for sufficiently large j, we have 

(7.8) 

We can perform the same procedure for every m' in the right side of (7.8) to ob

tain 

After sufficiently many iterations of this procedure, all partitions appearing in 

the right side of (7.8) are made to have their length as large as we please. So 

the right side of (7.8) becomes zero since U~par) = 0 and c~ = 0 for i greater 

than kpa + 1. Consequently, for a suitable s 2: 1 with (s, p) = 1, we have 

(7.9) s{[par] (c )lk+l = s (pa,)(V(par»)kckpa
+1 

F 1 pa -1 1 

in U*(L kpa +l(pa+l,)). Since c1 pa +l = D-1[L O(pa+l" i)], the theorem easily 

follows from (7.9) by virtue of 6.7(2), (3). 

Proof of Th"eorem 7.4. (i) {[pa']F(cl)Jk+l = (pa,)k+1c1+l in U*(Lk+l(pa+b,,'». 

By the hypothesis, (pa,)k+ 1 t pa+b,,' and so {[par] F(c 1 )Jk+l f, 0, which implies 

n ~ k by 7.2. 

Conversely, if n ~ k, there exists the equivariant map f: (L k(m), T (q)) --+ 

(s2k+l, T(q» defined by 
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(ii) It suffices to prove the case for b = " = 1, which follows immediatdy 

from 7.2 and 7.3. 
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